
Sets : All Groups  
 

YEAR 8  

SUBJECT : MUSIC 

Knowledge Focus: LP1 Styles and Structures 
 

  

 

 

LP1 Week 1/2 Learning Objectives: 
 
THEORY / COMPOSITION                                                                  
Introduction to rhythm with ‘percussion clip’.                                     
Learn to recognise the symbols and values of quavers, 
crotchets and minims. Clap/tap several rhythmic patterns as a 
class using a binary and ternary form structure 

Create individual rhythmic patterns and clap/tap them back to 
the group.                                

 Objective assessments: 
 
1. Completion of rhythmic 
pattern 

Homework: 
 

Note values worksheet 
 

LP1 Week 3/4 Learning Objectives: 
 

APPRAISAL                                                                                    
March style introduction – Listen to some extracts of famous 
film Marches (Star Wars, Indiana Jones etc). Learn to 
recognise 4 beats in a bar. 
Appraisal task : Listen to 3 examples of ‘Marches’. Identify 
specific features of the 3 pieces. 
THEORY                                                                                            
Complete the note names story.   
 

 
 

 Objective assessments: 
 

1. March listening task  

2. Note names 

 

Homework: 
 
 
 
 

LP1 Week 5/6 Learning Objectives: 
 

APPRAISAL                                                                                    
Waltz style introduction – Listen to some Waltz extracts from 
famous Disney films. Learn to recognise 3 beats in a bar. 
Listen to 3 examples of ‘Waltzes’. Decide which musical  
features belong to which piece. 
THEORY                                                                                            
Complete the note values worksheet.   
 

 
 

 Objective assessments: 
 
1. Waltz listening task  

2. Note values 
 

Homework: 
 

Note names worksheet 
 

This half- term : Skills, Knowledge and 
Understanding to be developed: 
This half-term, tasks will centre around appraisal and theory. 
Students will develop their listening skills by identifying features 
of different styles of music. They will also learn about different 
note values and rhythms which will assist with composition and 
performance tasks later in the year.  

Literacy Codes 
WL2: Use technical terms, language and expression consistent with the subject 
content 
WG1: Write with grammatical accuracy, varying the length and structure of 
sentences to make meaning clear 
WG5: Use a variety of strategies and resources to spell familiar and unfamiliar 
vocabulary and subject-specific words correctly 
WG7c: Produce fluent and legible handwriting 

Key Terms to be learned this term: 
 
Treble clef, time-signature, quaver, crotchet, minim, 
march, waltz, major scale, structure, binary form, 
ternary form 

Composition, appraisal, listen, piece, rhythm 

 

Skills: ICT: N/A   
Literacy strand: Completion of written task WG7c 

 

Skills: ICT: Homework task  
Literacy strand: N/A 

 

Skills: ICT: Homework task   
Literacy strand: Completion of written task WG7c 
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LP1 Week 7 Learning Objectives: 
 

APPRAISAL                                                                                    
Learn to recognize a scale pattern. Listen to the piece entitled 
‘Scaling the Heights’. Organise the information on the chart. 
LITERACY                                                                                            
Complete the reading test.   
 

 

 Objective assessments: 
 
1. ‘Scaling the Heights’ 

listening task  

2. Note values 
 

Homework: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Skills: ICT: Homework task   
Literacy strand: Completion of reading test 

 


